Spatiotemporal factors in infant position sensitivity: single bar stimuli.
The ability of 3-month-old human infants to detect the presence of spatial misalignments in single-bar stimuli was investigated in a series of spatiotemporal stimulus manipulations. Both discrete and sinusoidal positional offsets, either stationary or temporally modulated, were presented using the forced-choice preferential looking technique. When discrete offsets were presented in alteration with the absence of offsets, thresholds were a factor of two worse than previous estimates of infant vernier acuity using grating stimuli. However, when offsets (discrete or sinusoidal) were presented in continuous motion, mean threshold was 22-24 arcmin, comparable to previous estimates using gratings with moving discrete offsets. For stimuli containing continuous motion, lowering velocity reduced infants' positional sensitivity. However, when either velocity or temporal frequency was held constant, the most important determinant of positional sensitivity was the sharpness of the offsets. The results from the temporally-modulated stimuli suggest that a simple local flicker mechanism cannot account for sensitivity when continuous motion is used in the stimulus; rather, a local motion mechanism may govern sensitivity in these conditions. We characterize this mechanism as one of "local motion" because it does have a position-sensitive component. The two stationary stimulus conditions in the present study indicate that infants can use a position-sensitive mechanism when no temporal modulation is present.